GRANITE COUNTERTOP

Deep Clean, Polish & Protect Kit

Eliminate the guesswork with this all-in-one kit. The StonePro Granite Countertop Kit
contains everything needed to deep clean, polish and protect polished granite
countertops.
Included is a step-by-step, easy to follow video showing how to deep clean, remove
hard water and mineral deposits, minimize and remove scratches, protect the
countertop to repel water and oil stains, and finish with a high polish that returns the
countertop to it’s factory finish look.

Kit Includes:

Ultimate Pro Nano Sealer 16oz.
GP3 - Granite Polish Cream 4oz.
Stone & Glass Scrub 16oz.
Finishing Touch Spray Ultra 16oz.
Crystal Clean Daily Cleaner 16oz.
Polish Pro Crystallizer 32oz.
Pro Shine (Dark) 1 lb.
7” Extreme Hogs Hair Pad
7” Lambs Wool Bonnet Pads
7” White Pad
Easy Mask Tape & Drape
6” Sealer Applicator
16” Microfiber Cloths

Easy Upgrade!

Scan to see
Granite Countertop Kit
in action!

Approx. Cost of product per job: $20
Average Time: 60 - 90 minutes
Everything fits in a 5 Gallon Bucket!
Average Countertop Service Pricing: $200 - $400
www.StoneProOnline.com

Tools Needed:
Variable speed polisher (600 RPM)
Granite Countertop Clean, Polish & Protect Kit

Preparation:
Mask off surrounding area including floors (minimum radius of 5 ft.) with Tape and Drape
(included). Use a razor blade to carefully remove excessive hard water build-up prior to
following the steps listed below.
Step 1: Apply Stone & Glass Scrub to the countertop with a 7” white pad. Spread Stone &
Glass Scrub evenly accross the surface and allow it to sit on surface for 1 - 2 minutes.
Attach the same white pad to the polisher and set the dial to the slowest setting
(600 RPM). Begin working the surface with the polisher. Wipe excess from surface with a
clean microfiber cloth.
Step 2: Spray Crystal Clean on the surface and wipe with a clean microfiber cloth
(including the backsplash and countertop edge)
Step 3: Use a clean 7” hogs-hair extreme pad to apply GP3 on the surface. (1 tablespoon
per 6 sq. ft.). Spread GP3 on the hogs-hair pad. Set dial on polisher to lowest speed
speed (600 RPM) and begin working the surface spreading the GP3 evenly throughout
the 6 sq. ft. area. As GP3 dries (slowly whitens), increase the speed (800-1000 RPM) to
slowly burnish it in to the surface. Continue burnishing and slowly increasing the speed
until all swirl marks are gone. Max speed 1500 RPM.
Step 4: Place a pinch of Pro Shine on the surface and apply a light spray of Polish Pro
over the Pro Shine. Apply a hogs-hair extreme pad to the polisher and set the dial to the
slowest setting (600 RPM). As the product dries, speed up the burninshing (no more
than 1,500 RPM). Flip over the hogs-hair extreme pad and apply a light spray of Polish
Pro to the surface and burnish at 1,500 RPM (Pro Shine is no longer needed after initial
application). Apply another light spray of Polish Pro on the surface and continue
burnishing until surface is dry. Repeat light spray/burnish application up-to 6 times.
Step 5: Seal the countertop with Ultimate Pro Impregnating Nano Sealer.
Follow sealer application instructions on the product’s back label.
Step 6: Apply Finishing Touch Ultra on the lambswool pad (low-speed) and buff the
surface while incrementaly increasing speed as the product dries. Max RPM 1500.
Buff until dry.
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